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Abstract. We present a tool for detecting long similar fragments that occur two or more times in a set of biological sequences. The problem has interesting applications in the analysis of biological sequences and their correlation, and becomes computationally challenging when a certain non negligible number of insertions, deletions and substitutions are allowed. For this reason exact exhaustive methods are hardly of practical use. In this paper we introduce a tool, FilmRed, that performs this task, and that manages instances whose size and parameters combination cannot be handled by any existing tool. This is achieved by using a filter as a preprocessing step, and by using the information that the filter has gathered also in the successive inference phase. To the best of our knowledge, FilmRed is the first ab initio tool that can deal with repeats occurring possibly several times, that have length of hundreds or thousands bases, and whose occurrences may differ in even more than 10% of their positions in terms of substitutions and indels.
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1 Introduction

Genomes are made of an astonishing amount of repeated fragments, in particular in complex organisms as eukaryotes. These repeats are approximate replications of portions of genomes having different ranges and characteristics depending on their origin and function. As for satellites, this can be tandem repeats of few hundred base pairs, segmental duplications of length at least one thousand base pairs and some type of transposons issued from the copy and paste process (retrotransposons). For long time, these repeats, mainly occurring in the intergenic regions, were considered as junk dna. However, mentality has changed; transposons, for instance, are now believed to have role in immune system [1] and gene regulation [4]. Depending on the species and of the kind of studied repeated element, the average number of occurrences of a repeat, its length and its divergence between occurrences show a large variability. In this paper, we focus on the problem of finding long multiple repeats that may appear dispersed along one whole genome or chromosome, or are common to different genomes/chromosomes. The proposed tool is designed for calling repeats that are multiple (whose occurrences number may be strictly bigger than 2), long (typically of length ≥ 100 base pairs), and approximate (each pair of occurrences may show substitutions, insertions or deletions in up to 10 to 15% of their length).

The identification of such repeats, in particular in large and numerous genomes and when the divergence authorized between repeat occurrences is high, is a particularly difficult computational problem. Indeed, exact methods to find multiple repeats...
use dynamic programming, leading to a time complexity in $O(n^r)$ with $n$ the average length of sequences and $r$ their number or the number of occurrences of searched repeats. Such a time complexity is unacceptable for practical use unless with toy examples. However, some tools as Speller [11], Smile [12] or Risotto [10] are designed to find elements that are multiple and possibly spread over large (set of) genomes. However, this tools focus on particular user defined motifs that are indeed repeats but usually small, anchored with mandatory substrings, well conserved and mostly accepting only substitutions between occurrences. On the other hand, there exists a broad range of heuristic based algorithms to find repeats. Some make use of seeds for anchoring repeats before the application of dynamic programming and usually perform progressive alignments: combining pairwise alignments beginning with the most similar pair and progressing to the most distantly related. Even if efficient, such tools do not ensure the accuracy and completeness of the found results.

In order to find multiple repeats in reasonable time, it is possible to preprocess the data using a filter. In this framework, a filter is a tool that quickly discards fragments of sequences that may not belong to any searched repeat. After the filtering phase, usually the remaining dataset is much smaller than the original one, allowing the application of a time consuming algorithm. The user may refer to [17] for a state of the art about string filtration.

We propose FilmRed, a combinatorial approach that combines filtering and alignment phases. It is based on the Tuiuiu [15] filter. Tuiuiu is to date the state of the art filter as it filters for multiple repeats while previous filters are designed for repeats having only two occurrences or not taking into account indels. FilmRed (i) uses Tuiuiu as a preprocessing step and (ii) uses pieces of information collected during Tuiuiu runtime to detect, after filtering, real repeats and to find their precise borders and locations, thus finalising the repeats inference task.

2 The filter Tuiuiu and preliminary definitions

A string is a concatenation of zero or more symbols from an alphabet $\Sigma$. A string $s$ of length $n$ on $\Sigma$ is represented also by $s[0]s[1]\cdots s[n-1]$, where $s[i] \in \Sigma$ for $0 \leq i < n$. The length of $s$ is denoted by $|s|$. We denote by $s[i, j]$ the substring $s[i]s[i+1]\cdots s[j]$ of $s$.

We will focus on the problem of finding $(L, r, d)$-Erepeats, defined as follow:

**Definition 1** ($(L, r, d)$-Erepeat). Given a set $S$ of one or more input strings, a length $L > 0$, an integer $r \geq 2$, and an edit distance $0 \leq d < L$, we call a $(L, r, d)$-Erepeat a set $\{\omega_1, \ldots, \omega_r\}$ of $r$ words having length in the range $[L-d, L+d]$ occurring in the sequences of $S$ such that for all $i, j \in [1, r]$, $d_E(\omega_i, \omega_j) \leq d$, where $d_E(\omega, \omega')$ denotes the edit distance between two strings $\omega$ and $\omega'$.

The definition can be used to model repeats inside one sequence ($|S| = 1$) or among several sequences ($|S| > 1$). In the latter case, one can also enforce that the $r$ words occur over $r$ distinct sequences (and thus one needs $|S| \geq r$). In both cases, should it be $r = 2$, the problem could be solved in quadratic time with dynamic programming just aligning the whole input against itself, but for multiple repeats like those we target, this solution is not feasible. Current exact exhaustive methods can manage input data of very limited size and/or detect repeats with very small values of $d$ (the approximation measure), while again our target is higher as we want
$d$ to be as much as 10% or 15% of $L$. On the other hand, heuristics do not guarantee to find all real repeats and, in general, the quality of their result much depends on the absence of noise in the data.

Filters, and in particular lossless filters\footnote{With lossless filters, we refer to methods that filter the data ensuring that no fragments that may contain a similarity is removed.}, have been introduced with the goal of speeding up any method (exact or heuristic) by means of a drastic reduction of the input size obtained with the elimination of most of the data that does not contain any repeat. There is a twofold practical impact of filters: exact methods can push (possibly much) further the threshold of their applicability, while heuristics can gain in speed and possibly even obtain results of better quality. In general, a filter is a good filter if it is much faster than the search that it preprocesses (otherwise one would rather directly perform the search), and it is at the same as selective as possible, thus leaving the least amount of false positives, which are fragments of the input conserved by the filter and that turn out not to contain a repeat.

The lossless filter TUIUIU is specifically designed to preprocess the inference of $(L, r, d)$-E-repeats, and indeed it takes in input the parameters $L$, $r$, and $d$, as well as the input sequence(s). The tool slides a window $w$ of length $L$ along the whole input, checking whether there are at least $r - 1$ other fragments with which $w$ fulfills a specifically designed strong and fast-to-check necessary condition for being at edit distance at most $d$. If this is the case, then the window $w$ is kept, and it is discarded otherwise. The windows taken into account are those starting at each possible position of the sequences (these are roughly as many as the input size $n$), while the fragments for which the condition is checked against $w$ are actually overlapping blocks of size $L + b + d$ occurring every $b$ positions, where $b$ is the smallest power of 2 larger than $d$. This choice, already done by previous filters\cite{ref1,ref2} allows to consider only $n/b$ blocks, thus gaining in speed. If a window $w$ fulfills the necessary condition with a block $B$, then we say that $B$ is a friend of $w$. The size chosen for blocks ensures that any occurrence of a word of an $(L, 2, d)$-E-repeat is always totally contained in at least one such block (and possibly in two), and hence the filter is still lossless. On the other hand, taking into account blocks rather than all possible fragments of size in $[L - d, L + d]$ starting positions, the selectivity of the filter becomes a bit weaker, as the necessary condition is checked against a block larger than the window, and in particular strictly greater than $L + d$ which is the largest possible size to be at edit distance at most $d$ from a window of size $L$: this can be an additional source of false positives. In other words, the fact that a window has a block as a friend, does not necessarily mean that the block contains a fragment of size $L + d$ that fulfills the condition with $w$, and in this case the block is retained without deserving it.

Summing up, the choice made in TUIUIU has actually been to design a very strong necessary condition for two strings to be at edit distance at most $d$, and to insert this checking in a suitable framework that detects fragments of the input data that fulfill the requirement with respect to at least $r$ others (belonging to distinct input strings when the requirement for the repeat is to occur in $r$ distinct sequences). Doing this, the necessary condition for $(L, 2, d)$-E-repeats is actually turned into one for $(L, r, d)$-E-repeats for any $r \geq 2$. The fact that TUIUIU keeps a window $w$ that has at least $r - 1$ blocks as friends gives reasonable hope that $w$ and each one of these fragments are at edit distance at most $d$, but there is no indication that these
fragments among themselves are at pairwise distance at most $d$ and also that they will all be kept by the filter. Indeed, any (or both) of the following cases can hold:

1. One or more pair(s) of the friends of $w$ may not even fulfill the necessary condition between themselves. In other words, the window has enough friends but these are not enough friends of each other. If one represents friendships as an edge, this condition can be seen as a guaranteed star shape structure with the window $w$ as a center, while the requirement would actually be a clique.

2. It may turn out that a friend block of a window $w$ is filtered out later during the filtering process because it does not contain any retained window. We call this case empty block. In such a case, if finally too many blocks friends of $w$ are empty, then $w$ would be left with less than non empty $r - 1$ friend blocks and thus should be disposed.

Both cases can lead to $w$ be a false positive should all these fragments be necessary to $w$ for being part of a $(L, r, d)$-Erepeat. For this reason TUIUIU performs an extra check for empty blocks and, above all, multiple passes, to sensibly reduce the amount of such false positives with very little extra time requirement. For more details about TUIUIU and its optimization the reader can refer to [13,6]. In general, when using TUIUIU, we make a double pass as a default choice.

3 The algorithm FilmRed

In this section we will describe the pipeline of the algorithm FilmRed (FInding Long Multiple Repeats with Edit Distance) that is designed to exploit informations raised by TUIUIU to find $(L, r, d)$-Erepeats. We start with some observations about windows contained in overlapping blocks because the relation between windows and blocks that contain them is critical at some steps of the algorithm, and also because we will eventually merge overlapping blocks that turn out to contain a repeat in order to highlight possibly longer repeats.

3.1 Overlapping blocks and blocks merging

In this section we denote with $c$ and $c'$ the starting position of a block. In general we have $0 \leq c \leq n - 1$, but all observations and definitions of this section regard cases in which the block contains at least a window and possibly it is not the rightmost block of the input sequence, and hence in such cases $c$ has a more tight upper bound.

Observation 1. Given a sequence $S$ and an integer $d$. Let $b$ be the smallest power of $2$ larger than $d$. Any word $w$ of length $L$ in $S$ can be totally contained in at most two consecutive blocks of size $L + b + d$. In particular:

- words $w = S[j, j + L - 1]$ with $j \in [c, c + b - 1]$ (and $c \leq n - b$) belong only to the block $B_i = S[c, c + b + d + L - 1]$;
- words $w = S[k, k + L - 1]$ with $k \in [c + b, c + b + d - 1]$ (and $c \leq n - b - d - L + 1$) belong to the consecutive blocks $B_i = S[c, c + b + d + L - 1]$ and $B_{i+1} = S[c + b, c + 2b + d + L - 1]$.

Definition 2. Given a sequence $S$, two blocks $B$ and $B'$, starting in $S$ at positions $c$ and $c'$ respectively, are overlapped iff $|c' - c| < L - (b + d)$.
We define the merging of two consecutive blocks in the following manner:

**Definition 3 (block merging).** Given a sequence $S$, let $B_i = S[c, c+b+d+L-1]$ and $B_{i+1} = S[c+b, c+2b+d+L-1]$ be two consecutive blocks in $S$. A larger block $B'_{i+1} = S[c, c+2b+d+L-1]$ of size $L+2b+d$ is obtained merging blocks $B_i$ and $B_{i+1}$.

The definition can be extended in a straightforward way to the merging of $k$ consecutive blocks.

**Definition 4.** Given a sequence $S$ and $k$ consecutive blocks $B_i, B_{i+1}, \ldots, B_{i+(k-1)}$ of $S$, such that $B_i$ starts at position $c$ in $S$, merging the $k$ blocks we obtain an enlarged block $B'_{i+(k-1)} = S[c, c+kb+d+L-1]$ of size $L+kb+d$.

### 3.2 Description of the algorithm

In this section we list the steps of the algorithm FilmRed.

**Step 1: filtering step.** The first step is actually to simply apply TUIIU with double pass, hence including the optimization that allows to discard also some false positives due to empty blocks. With respect to the plain filter introduced in [15,6], in order to collect information which is useful to speed up the successive steps, we extend as follows this first phase. Information about not empty blocks that are friends of each window kept by the filter is stored in the array data structure $\text{friendsOfWindow}$ whose size is the number of possible windows of length $L$ (that is $n-L$, where $n$ is the length of the input sequences). The entry $\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]$ of a specific window $w$ contains the list of blocks that are friend of $w$.

At the end of this step, the portion of the input that is left is the one containing kept windows. In this way, a consistent percentage of the initial sequences is removed, and we are left with actual repeats plus some false positives. The possible cases of false positives have actually been described in Section 2 and, summing up, they can be due to one or more of the following reasons:

- $FP_{\text{rect}}$: due to choice of checking the filtering condition for windows of size $L$ against blocks of size $L+d+b$.
- $FP_{\text{cond}}$: due to the fact that the condition the filter checks is only a necessary condition, but not sufficient.
- $FP^*$: due to the condition being checked between a window and $r-1$ or more blocks (star shape) rather than between all such blocks (or actually windows inside them).

**Step 2: Semiglobal alignment.** In this step, all windows kept by the filter after Step 1 are aligned to all its friend blocks. Only windows that result to have at least $r-1$ other fragments that are at edit distance smaller than $d$ are actually kept. In other words, this step eliminates all $FP_{\text{rect}}$ and $FP_{\text{cond}}$ false positives. More specifically, this is achieved as follows. For each kept window $w$, a semiglobal alignment between $w$ and $B$ is performed for all blocks $B$ in $\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]$. The window has length $L$ while the block has length $L+b+d$. We build a rectangular dynamic programming matrix with the window $w$ on rows and the block $B$ on columns. The matrix is initialized with zero on the first row, indels and mismatches cost 1 and matches cost 0. In order to require that $w$ is entirely involved in the alignment, while for $B$ it is
enough to involve a substring, we check the last row: if there is a value lower or equal to \(d\), then \(B\) contains a repeat of \(w\), that is a substring of length in \([L - d, L + d]\) such that its edit distance from \(w\) is at most \(d\); otherwise, the friendship of \(B\) with \(w\) was a false positive and \(B\) is removed from the list \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\). If with the removal of blocks from \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\) we obtain a list of size lower than \(r - 1\), then \(w\) is no longer a window to be kept, and is thus removed.

Each one of such alignments takes time \(L(L + b + d)\), and the number of alignments to be performed depends from the dataset and from the efficiency of the filtering phase, that can only be evaluated experimentally (see Section 4 for experimental results). A theoretical complexity analysis based on the worst case scenario would result in a catastrophic expectation, not at all supported by practical cases. Among the reasons for which this step will actually result feasible there is the fact that we apply a simple optimization with relevant practical impact: when there are consecutive windows to be taken into account, there exists a relationship between the minimum cost of the alignment of a window \(w\) against a block \(B\), and the minimum cost of the alignment of the successive window \(w'\) (that is, the window starting just one position after where \(w\) starts) and the same block \(B\) (who is likely to belong to \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\) if it did belong to \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\)). When considering \(w'\) after that \(w\) has been processed, we are virtually removing the first row of the alignment between \(w\) and \(B\), and adding an extra row on the bottom. If we denote with \(\text{dist}(\text{win}, \text{blo})\) the minimum value at the bottom row of the semiglobal alignment of a window \(\text{win}\) and a block \(\text{blo}\), then we have that

\[
\text{dist}(w, B) - 1 \leq \text{dist}(w', B) \leq \text{dist}(w, B) + 1
\]

Therefore, storing for each block \(B\), the minimum cost of the alignment with the last aligned window \(w\), it is possible to determine lower and upper bounds of the alignment cost between \(B\) and the successive window \(w'\). As a result, if \(\text{dist}(w, B) \in [d, d + 1]\), then the alignment between \(w'\) and \(B\) must be computed, but if \(\text{dist}(w, B) \leq d - 1\) (resp. \(\text{dist}(w, B) > d + 1\)), then we know for free that \(\text{dist}(w', B) \leq d\) (resp. \(\text{dist}(w', B) > d\)), and the alignments do not need to be computed.

During this Step, new empty blocks can be introduced: a false positive can be detected and discarded, and hence it may turn out that a block belonging to a list \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\) for some \(w\) is actually empty, that is, no window inside it is kept anymore. For this reason, a strategy of removal of empty blocks is performed also during the alignment step. This has the twofold effect of removing on the fly some \(FP^*\) and also to spare some alignment computations.

At the end of this step, all false positives \(FP_{\text{cond}}\) and \(FP_{\text{rect}}\) have been removed because now for all windows \(w\) the \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\) data structure only stores blocks containing at least one substring \(x\) of length in \([L - d, L + d]\) whose edit distance with \(w\) is \(\leq d\). Nevertheless, some \(FP^*\) possibly still remain. These will be removed in the next step.

**Step 3: Clique detection among blocks.** At the beginning of this step, we have a set of windows that can be either real repeats or \(FP^*\) false positives. For each such window \(w\) we do know that in each block belonging to \(\text{friendsOfWindow}[w]\) there is fragment at edit distance no greater than \(d\) with \(w\), but this is not enough to guarantee \(w\) is part of an actual repeat. In order to ensure that, it should be that in any \(B_i\) (resp. \(B_j\)) of such blocks (actually in at least \(r - 1\) of them) there is a fragment \(f_i\) (resp. \(f_j\)) such that (i) \(d_E(f_i, w) \leq d\), and (ii) for all pairs \(B_i\) and \(B_j\) of
blocks in this set, we have \( d_E(f_i, f_j) \leq d \). The existence, for each block, of a fragment that fulfills condition (i) is guaranteed by previous steps, but the point is that the same \( f_i \) must fulfill condition (ii) as well. A possible way to see the problem we are about to address, is to represent each window and each fragment \( f_i \) as a node of a graph, and to place an edge between two nodes if these are at edit distance at most \( d \): in this view, the selection made up to this step ensures that each \( w \) is a center of star shaped subgraph that has at least \( r - 1 \) rays, but the actual requirement for this subgraph is now to be a clique. Indeed, a block may contain several (possibly and probably overlapping) fragments that are similar enough to another fragment and to \( w \), but the requirement is that a block should be able to pick a single fragment that is similar enough to all other fragments. Somehow, the windows/block asymmetry is what causes this possible shift that may result into a mislocation of the repetition. Also with the goal of overtaking this problem, we relax the constraint over the length \( L \) transforming the \( \text{friendsOfWindow} \) data structure in the array of lists \( \text{friendsOfBlock} \) storing for each block \( B \) the list of not empty and overlapped blocks that are friends of the windows contained in \( B \) and kept after the alignment step.

The construction of the \( \text{friendsOfBlock} \) data structure is performed during the semi-global alignment step contemporarily to the update of the \( \text{friendsOfWindow} \) array. When we find that a window \( w_j \) has at least \( r - 1 \) non overlapped friend blocks, if \( B_i \) is the block that contains \( w_j \), we add the list of friend blocks stored in \( \text{friendsOfWindow}[j] \) in \( \text{friendsOfBlock}[i] \). Note that for the Observation 1 the window \( w_j \) can belong to two consecutive blocks \( B_i \) and \( B_{i+1} \), hence in this case the list of friend blocks stored in \( \text{friendsOfWindow}[j] \) is added to both \( \text{friendsOfBlock}[i] \) and \( \text{friendsOfBlock}[i + 1] \).

The \( \text{friendsOfBlock} \) data structure is the adjacency list representation of the graph in which maximal cliques composed of at least \( r \) non overlapped friend blocks should be looked for. Blocks composing the found cliques contain occurrences of real multiple repeats having length in \( [L-d, L+d] \) and that we can identify and visualize by aligning all the blocks of each clique.

Shifting from windows to blocks at this stage introduces an heuristic step that decreases the complexity of the clique detection task (because the size of the graph is reduced) and maintains the method lossless (i.e., no \((L, r, d)\)-\( \text{Erepeat} \) is missed) even though it might prevent the removal of some \( \text{FP}^* \). We must say that in practice, in all our experiments (that is, all those reported in Section 4, and many more), we have never observed such kind of \( \text{FP}^* \). Nevertheless, these can theoretically exist.

a. Finding maximal cliques.

The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm is an algorithm to find maximal cliques in an undirected graph. That is, it lists all subsets of vertices with the two properties that each pair of vertices in one of the listed subsets is connected by an edge, and no listed subset can have any additional vertices added to it while preserving its complete connectivity. We use this algorithm and, namely, the optimised version reported in [2]. This variant of the algorithm involves the selection of a “pivot” vertex for which in [8] two pivot selection strategies are investigated: we tested both on several and distinct types of biological sequences, and we end up choosing as pivot the vertex with largest degree because this strategy always outperforms the one based on random selection.

b. Removing clique redundancy.

The graph represented by the \( \text{friendsOfBlock} \) array contains overlapped blocks as
friends of a block, therefore the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm performed over such graph finds a set of maximal cliques composed of overlapped blocks, in the sense that there is no clique that is a subset of another one. We have to perform the clique detection considering also overlapped blocks in order to enumerate exhaustively all real repeats. Nevertheless, it is possible that two different cliques in the set actually represent the same repeat. Indeed, for each pair of consecutive entries $i$ and $i+1$ in $\text{friendsOfBlock}$ corresponding to two consecutive blocks $B_i$ and $B_{i+1}$ that share a window $w_t$ kept after the semi-global alignment step because it has at least $r-1$ non overlapped friend blocks, if $w_t$ is not a FP the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm finds two cliques: $C = B_i \cup \text{friendsOfWindow}[w_t]$ and $C' = B_{i+1} \cup \text{friendsOfWindow}[w_t]$. Aligning blocks of both cliques $C$ and $C'$, the same repeat is found, because the only two different blocks between $C$ and $C'$ contain the same occurrence $w_t$ of the repeat (even if it is possible that blocks $B_i$ and $B_{i+1}$ contain also other overlapped occurrences of the same repeat).

This kind of redundancy in the output is actually avoided storing in $\text{friendsOfBlock}[i]$ and $\text{friendsOfBlock}[i+1]$ also blocks $B_{i+1}$ and $B_i$ respectively. In this way the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm finds only the clique $C = B_i, B_{i+1} \cup \text{friendsOfWindow}[w_t]$.

On the other hand, the same type of redundancy now occurs within a single clique, because $B_i$ and $B_{i+1}$ represent the same occurrence of the repeat. Furthermore the same situation may happen also for other blocks in the list of friend blocks of $w_t$ stored in $\text{friendsOfWindow}[t]$: indeed, for each friend block $B_j$ that contains a kept window $w_k$ belonging also to $B_{j+1}$, both $B_j$ and $B_{j+1}$ are friends of $w_t$, while representing the same occurrence of the repeat.

In order to remove such kind of redundancy inside a clique we merge consecutive blocks composing it, therefore if we found a clique $C = B_i, B_{i+1}, B_j, B_{j+1}$ in which $B_i$ and $B_{i+1}$ (resp. $B_j$ and $B_{j+1}$) contain the same occurrence. The Merge-in operation consists in merging consecutive blocks inside the same clique. The white dashed areas possibly contain errors.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Merge-in operation: given $r = 2$, windows $w_0$ and $w_1$ are two repeat occurrences shared by consecutive blocks $B_i, B_{i+1}$ in sequence $S_0$ and $B_j, B_{j+1}$ in sequence $S_1$ respectively. The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm finds the clique $C = B_i, B_{i+1}, B_j, B_{j+1}$ in which $B_i$ and $B_{i+1}$ (resp. $B_j$ and $B_{j+1}$) contain the same occurrence. The Merge-in operation consists in merging consecutive blocks inside the same clique. The white dashed areas possibly contain errors.

Of course, more than two consecutive or overlapped blocks may be present in a clique, if they contain overlapped occurrences of the same repeat; in such case only one block that is the union of all consecutive and overlapped blocks is returned as part of the clique, therefore in the alignment we will see only one long occurrence.
Assuming that we perform the merging of consecutive and overlapped blocks inside each found clique, it may happen that the set of found cliques contains subsets of cliques each composed of consecutive blocks:

\[
C = B_i, B_j, B_k, B_l \\
C' = B_{i+1}, B_{j+1}, B_{k+1}, B_{l+1} \\
C'' = B_{i+2}, B_{j+2}, B_{k+2}, B_{l+2} \\
\vdots \\
C^n = B_{i+n}, B_{j+n}, B_{k+n}, B_{l+n}
\]

In this case it is plausible to think that in the input sequences there exists a longer repeat whose occurrences are the concatenation of the occurrences of shorter \(n + 1\) overlapped repeats with a certain degree of error \(d\) represented by cliques \(C, C', C'', \ldots, C^n\). When the number of cliques composed of consecutive blocks is huge it means that the user chose a not very accurate value for the length \(L\) of repeats to be sought and this produces a little readable output difficult to be managed. To address this problem we decide to merge consecutive blocks contained in the \(n + 1\) cliques and to return only the clique \(C = B'_{i+n}, B'_{j+n}, B'_{k+n}, B'_{l+n}\) representing the longer repeat. We denote the merging of consecutive blocks between different cliques as \(\text{Merge}_\text{out}\). An example is shown in Figure 2.

The two situations of having consecutive and overlapped blocks inside the same cliques and in different cliques may happen simultaneously.

On the contrary, the merging of consecutive blocks contained in two different cliques is not performed if there exist at least two blocks that are not consecutive or overlapped in the two cliques.

Given that:
- as observed in Section 3.1 the enlarged blocks obtained from the merging of \(k\) consecutive blocks, have size at most \(L + kb + d\);
- each block contains overlapped occurrences of a repeat of length \(L\) with an edit distance at most \(d\) from each other occurrence of the repeat,
then the enlarged blocks contain occurrences of repeats of length at most \(L + kb + d\) with at most \(kd\) errors (if areas containing errors in overlapped windows of consecutive blocks are not overlapped, as in Figure 4).
In order to obtain such kind of compressed output, each clique found by the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm (possibly composed of enlarged blocks raised from the merging of consecutive blocks inside the clique) is compared with all previously found cliques and its blocks are merged with blocks of cliques composed of consecutive blocks.

Once the blocks containing the actual repeats have been detected, and that the noise due to redundancy there has been removed, then we are left with the output fulfilling the requirements.

4 Experiments and Discussion

4.1 Applications of FilmRed

This section shows results of an extensive set of tests performed to validate FilmRed to find \((L, r, d)\)-Erepeats in biological datasets containing one or more whole genomes or chromosomes of Sunflower, Saccharomyces Cerevisiae, and in the CFTR dataset containing, for five different organisms (chicken, cow, human, mouse and tetra), as many ortholog regions of the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator gene. Performances of the different steps of FilmRed will be evaluated in terms of running time. Furthermore, we will also evaluate its selectiveness ability, in terms of amount of data left after the first and the second steps of FilmRed (that is, the filtering step, and the semiglobal alignment steps that removes \(FP_{\text{cond}}\) and \(FP_{\text{rect}}\), respectively). The selection of these two steps is defined as the ratio between the number of non-removed overlapped substrings of length \(L\) and the total number of overlapped substrings of length \(L\) present in the input sequences. Formally, the selection of both steps 1) and 2) of FilmRed is given by:

\[
\text{sel} = \frac{\text{number of words of length } L \text{ kept by FilmRed step}}{\text{number of words of length } L \text{ in the input sequences}}.
\]

Obviously, given that both phases are lossless, the smaller the selection, the better.

On the other hand, for step 3) (that is, the clique detection step and the redundancy removal, respectively), we report the number of output cliques.

Tests with Sunflower BAC sequences. A possible application to biological data in which an accurate \((L, r, d)\)-Erepeats finder can be employed, is that of detecting LTR sequences (LTR is the acronym for Long Terminal Repeats, that are the sequences of about 300 bp length repeated at both ends of a transposable element). In order to check whether this assumption is correct, as a first experiment we applied FilmRed to four different datasets composed of a single BAC sequence of the Sunflower, using length parameters that agree with the expected structure of LTRs (\(L = 200, 300\), with \(d = 20, 30\), respectively).

Table 1 and Table 2 report results of FilmRed for one of these four datasets denoted as bacKnapp and containing 107161 bases, using respectively \(r = 2\) and \(r = 3\). The results for the other three data sets were practically equivalent to that we report.

Analyzing in detail the performance of the single steps of FilmRed we observe that, as expected, the most time consuming step is the semiglobal alignment between windows and friend blocks (except for the very special case of last line of Table 2 that
we will specifically comment later). However, we are able to perform the alignment task in reasonable time for all parameters (and this holds for all the four datasets), because the pre-processing filtering step sensibly reduces the input size.

The other step with high theoretical computational complexity is clique detection performed on the graph of friend blocks. However, we observe that, even though the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm applied on an \( n \)-vertex graph has a time complexity exponential in \( n \), the clique detection phase is very fast in all tests, and even more when \( r = 3 \) instead of \( r = 2 \), that is when the clique is less trivial, because it is performed on really small graphs of friend blocks, thanks to the filtering of input sequences and the little amount of false positives remaining after the semiglobal alignment step. For what concerns the number of detected cliques, we can deduce that our strategy of compression of the output allows us to obtain a restricted output. Indeed, FILMRED returns very few repeats, especially when \( r = 3 \). Finally, the last two lines of Table 2 report tests in which the allowed edit distance is pushed quite far (45 edit operations allowed in a 300 bases long repeat means 15\% of the involved bases): no new result raises in this LTR finding task, but we can see that the time performances of FILMRED are good, even if the filters helps much less and takes more time.

In addition, in order to validate our results, we compared repeats found by FILMRED in the Sunflower with the ones found by the signature-based repeat finding tool LTR_Finder [22]. Given that no annotation is available yet, then the output of such a tool is the only result we can compare to. We observed that all the repeats identified by the other tool are found also by FILMRED. The latter, however, returns also further repeats, which are not identified by the former. These results suggest that FILMRED can provide a fast solution to the problem of finding long repeats modeling LTRs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( L )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
<th>( L )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
<th>( L )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>12.47%</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>10.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>12.12%</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>9.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Performances of the different phases of FILMRED to find \((L, r, d)\)-Erepeats on the Sunflower \textit{bacKnapp} dataset (107161 bases), with \( r = 2 \).

**Tests with Saccharomyces Cerevisiae genomes.** We performed experiments on the dataset \textit{s288c+w303} composed of three whole genomes (16 chromosomes each) of three different strains of \textit{S. cerevisiae}: RefSeq (that is fully annotated in the \textit{Saccharomyces} Genome Database), S288c and W303, for a total of 26392324 bases. The dataset was pre-processed by the \textit{REGENDER} tool [4] (the reported size is that after \textit{REGENDER} is applied) in order to remove the resident genome (\textit{i.e.}, the total immotile
DNA), which is equal among all the strains and does not contain mobile elements like transposable elements. The goal of applying FILMRED to this dataset is to detect transposable elements and LTRs that are shared by the three strains, and that could not be detected by means of a traditional global alignment because in general, being part of the most mobile DNA, have lost their colinearity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Semiglobal Align</th>
<th>Clique detection</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>sel time(s)</td>
<td>sel time(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.44 0.17%</td>
<td>744.48 0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31.68 0.16%</td>
<td>1473.65 0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>9.00 0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Performances of the different phases of FILMRED to find \((L, r, d)\)-Erepeats on the \(s288c+w303\) dataset (26392324 bases) of the \(S.\ Cerevisiae\), with \(r = 3\).

Table 3 reports results of tests performed to find \((L, r, d)\)-Erepeats characterized by the following parameters: \(r = 3\), \(L = 200, 300, 5000\) with \(d = 20, 30, 500\), respectively, in the \(s288c+w303\) dataset. We chose these parameters based on the peculiar structure of the transposons that can be evinced from the annotation of RefSeq provided in the \(Saccharomyces\) Genome Database (available at \(http://www.yeastgenome.org\)); they are long between 5000 and 6000 bases and are delimited by two LTRs of 200-300 bases.

Basically, all the observations we made for the sunflower data set hold here as well, including the fact that our tool is a good candidate to detect LTRs: for this data set an annotation is available, and hence in this case we could really validate our results. In particular, we checked whether the repeats found by FILMRED in this dataset of \(S.\ Cerevisiae\) correspond to real LTRs whose annotation is available in the \(Saccharomyces\) Genome Database (\(http://www.yeastgenome.org\)). We found that repeats output using parameters \(L = 300\), \(d = 30\), \(r = 2\) actually correspond to real LTRs, or are part of retrotransposons, or they match with the sequence of putative proteins of unknown function. For example, blocks composing a detected clique contain occurrences of the following annotated LTRs: YCLWdelta3 and YCLWdelta5 in chromosome III, YDRWdelta19 and YDRWdelta28 in chromosome IV, and YLRWdelta14 and YLRWdelta23 in chromosome XII. For longer repeated sequences such as transposons and retrotransposons, nothing is selected, as expected, probably because the edit distance with 10\% of edit operations is not the right framework to capture transposons’ divergence.

4.2 Comparison with other tools

As already pointed out, to the best of our knowledge, FILMRED is the first \(ab\ initio\) tool that can deal with repeats occurring in possibly more than two sequences, that have length of hundreds or thousands of bases, and whose occurrences may differ in even more than 10\% of their positions in terms of substitutions and indels. For this reason we cannot compare FILMRED with other methods solving the same problem. In this section we report results of experiments performed to compare FILMRED with existing methods for local similarity search. In particular, as the major strength of FILMRED is its capacity to identify repeats in more than two input sequences, we concentrated our attention on existing tools for multiple local sequence alignment. It is important to note, however, that the output provided by FILMRED and the one
provided by multiple local alignment tools are different, because the tasks addressed by the two kinds of tool are different. Indeed, FILMRED returns repeats and their occurrences, while the output of multiple local alignment tools is the alignment of whole input sequences in which we can identify local similarity areas (the repeats) looking at the alignment.

We compared FILMRED with some of the most popular multiple local alignment tools on the CFTR dataset, which is the smallest dataset (5.5 Mbases) composed of more than two sequences that we have studied in our work. Experiments were run on an Intel(R) Quad-core Xeon(R) E5405/2 GHz with 10 GB of RAM.

Table 4 reports results of experiments performed on the CFTR dataset composed of 5518041 bases. Experiments were performed using parameters: \( L = 100, r = 5 \) and \( d = 7, 12, 14, 15 \), with \( r = 5 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter Class</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ClustalW [21]</td>
<td>progressive runs for more than 38 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCoffee [13]</td>
<td>progressive runs out of memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalign [10,9]</td>
<td>progressive runs for more than 28 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiAlign [20]</td>
<td>iterative runs out of memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE [5]</td>
<td>iterative runs out of memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results of several multiple local sequence alignment tools on the CFTR dataset.

We can see that for low values of \( d \), no repeat is detected, while for larger \( d \) there is a repeat that, besides the fact that its occurrences pairwise show 15\% of differences, our tool is fast to find.

We have tried to search for other tools able to find the same result (that is, for example, the existing repeat of \( L = 100 \) bases long occurring in all five sequences of the CFTR data set, and with up to 14\% pairwise edit distance between occurrences that is detected by FILMRED) with which we could compare the performances of FILMRED. Table 5 summarizes the results of the comparison. As we can see, none of the tested tools was able to manage in reasonable time and without huge memory usage, inputs as large as the one provided by sequences in the CFTR dataset. On the contrary, as shown in Table 4, FILMRED ends its computation in reasonable time on this dataset with these parameters.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

The problem of finding long repeats approximated with edit distance, modelling transposable elements in biological sequences, is computationally challenging when a certain non negligible number of insertions, deletions and substitutions are admitted in

Table 4. Performances of the different phases of FILMRED to find \((L, r, d)\)-Erepeats on the CFTR dataset (5518041 bases), with \( L = 100 \) and \( r = 5 \).
repeat occurrences. For this reason the exhaustive discovery of such repeats might be unfeasible for many instances. We proposed an ab initio method, called FILMRED, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first tool that can deal with repeats occurring possibly several times, that have length of hundreds or thousands of bases, and whose occurrences may differ in even more than 10% of their positions in terms of substitutions and indels. This is achieved by using a filter as a preprocessing step in order to discard as many as possible fragments of sequences that are guaranteed not to contain any searched repeat, and using the information gathered during the filtering phase in order to speed up a successive dynamic programming based alignment step performed to infer the repeats. Although, in theory, the current version of FILMRED might return some false positives due to the introduction of a localized heuristic step in the method, we have never observed them in practice. Future work will consist in clearly evaluating the false positive rate and finding a new way for fixing the problem.
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